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CR declares
emergency in wake
of floods
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Widespread damage reported to
pineapple and banana production along Caribbean coast
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a state of emergency after weeks
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them more susceptible to fungi and
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Caribbean coastal areas.
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of oxygen can caused leaves to wilt and
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even result in the death of the plant.”

of the rainfall it would normally expect in

As well as asking the legislative assembly to

Corbana said a plantation in a state of mild
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flooding refers to it having been under
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government will use a US$20m loan from
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severe flooding indicates a period of more

Preliminary estimates put the losses to the

National banana corporation Corbana has

region’s pineapple production at 20m

issued advice to help banana growers

cartons,

manage production in the affected areas

In the past week alone, the province of
Limón has experienced around 75 per cent

than 24 hours. In the case of a severe flood
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production has also been severely affected.

and minimise the impact of the floods.

“Banana production is already down by 23

As a first step, producers must perform a

per cent this year and could fall further due

clean-up of the stems and clear away

to the effects of the floods,” government

stagnant water, depending on the severity

minister Sergio Alfaro said in a press
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Corbana said in a press release, adding that

the flooding they

growers should
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the removal of the affected plant is
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have suffered,
focus on plant

nutrition by provides sources of nitrogen,
calcium and magnesium to the soil to
enable the root system to recover.
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